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We demonstrate that the sensitivity of nanoparticle detection
on surfaces can be substantially improved by implement-
ing synthetic optical holography (SOH) in coherent Fourier
scatterometry (CFS), resulting in a phase-sensitive confo-
cal differential detection technique that operates at very low
power level (P= 0.016 mW). The improvement in sensitiv-
ity is due to two reasons: first, the boost in the signal at
the detector due to the added reference beam; and second,
the reduction of background noise caused by the electron-
ics. With this new system, we are able to detect a 60-nm
polystyrene latex (PSL) particle at a wavelength of 633 nm
(∼λ/10) on a silicon wafer with an improvement in the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of approximately 4 dB.

© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open
Access Publishing Agreement
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Introduction. As semiconductor devices shrink, the detection of
contamination due to nanoparticles has become one of the major
challenges in the semiconductor industry. These nanoparticles
can cause major defects in semiconductor devices [1]. Therefore,
the substrates and reticles need to be cleaned thoroughly and
inspected before the fabrication process [2,3]. In addition to
detection, simultaneous localization and classification of the
nanoparticles without additional setups are often required. The
detection system is ideally fast, sensitive, and should not damage
the wafers with excessive illumination power.

The most used scattering-based particle detection system is
the so-called dark-field technique. The dark-field technique is not
limited by diffraction and background noise is avoided by select-
ing the angle of illumination that is different than the angle(s)
of detection. However, if the particles are very small, the scat-
tering signal is very low and, to achieve high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), a high illumination power is often required [4].
This is particularly challenging in the detection of low scat-
tering particles such as polystyrene latex (PSL) nanoparticles.
Monodisperse polystyrene spheres are standard for metrology
because of their traceable particle size. The large amount of
energy needed to obtain a sufficient detected scattered signal
can be a source of unwanted damage to the polymer coatings on
a substrate [5].

In recent years, coherent Fourier scatterometry (CFS) has
been introduced to tackle this problem. CFS is a bright-field
scanning technique that is based on illuminating the sample
with a focused coherent laser beam, and detecting the scattered
and reflected field on a differential detector. CFS has been orig-
inally employed in grating metrology [6,7], but it also has been
proven to be a noninvasive and sensitive technique for detect-
ing nanoparticles on surfaces [8,9]. In practice, the CFS setup
is similar to a confocal microscope where the sample is placed
on a piezo scanning stage that moves in the lateral directions
(perpendicular to the illumination beam) to perform a raster
scan. A laser beam is focused on the sample with a high NA
objective and the far field (Fourier plane) of the reflected light
is imaged on a split detector, aligned in a way that the two
halves of the detector are perpendicular to the scan direction.
The difference between the two halves of the split detector gives
a voltage value for the current scan position. If a particle-free
surface is scanned, the far field of the laser beam is radially
symmetric, thus the differential signal is zero for these posi-
tions. However, when a particle passes through the focused laser
beam, the far field becomes asymmetric and position depen-
dent. This asymmetry is detected as a differential signal that can
be either positive or negative, depending on the position of the
laser spot with respect to the center of the particle. The position
of the particle can be determined by the differential signal and
its size can be calibrated from the time span of the differential
signal [8]. The performance of this technique is dictated by the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the differential signal. It is well
known that the scattering cross section decreases when the par-
ticle size shrinks [10]. Thus if one wants to detect very small
nanoparticles (much smaller than the wavelength), it is impor-
tant to eliminate or avoid all sources of noise that contribute to
the detected signal. If one can achieve high SNR, then the speed
of the scan can be increased or the illumination power can be
reduced.

There are various techniques that have been implemented to
improve the SNR of CFS, for instance, heterodyne detection
[11], inner pupil blocking [8], and radially polarized light [12].
In this paper, we present a novel technique that has not been used
before for the application of nanoparticle detection, which is the
synthetic optical holography (SOH) phase-imaging technique
[13–15]. The SOH scan setup is based on a confocal microscope
operating in reflection in the sense that a laser beam is split in a
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Fig. 1. (a) CFS setup with the implementation of SOH. OBJ,
microscope objective (NA= 0.9); BS, (50/50) beam splitter; PZM,
piezo-actuated mirror; L, lens; CAM, camera for localization and
focusing; SD, split photo-detector. Coordinates (x, y, z) refer to the
spatial position of the sample, d is the axial coordinate of the refer-
ence mirror, and (ξ, η) are spatial coordinates of the detector plane.
(b) Raster scan scheme, where we typically only use the lines from
left to right. (c) Position of the reference mirror for N = 4 mirror
stepping movement. The resulting reference phase for each step is
indicated on the graph.

beam splitter and directed to the sample arm where it is focused
on the sample and a raster scan is performed. The difference
between confocal microscopy and SOH is that in the latter, a
reflective mirror is added at the open port of the beam splitter
so that there is interference between the reflected beam from
the sample and the reference beam before the detection takes
place, similar to a Michelson interferometer. While the sample
surface is being scanned, the reference mirror of the interferom-
eter moves, creating a virtually tilted reference wave due to the
phase change per scanned line. In this way, quantitative phase
imaging in confocal microscopy can be achieved.

In this Letter, we integrate SOH phase imaging with the CFS
setup. We refer to this new implementation as holographic coher-
ent Fourier scatterometry (HCFS). Hereby, we demonstrate the
performance enhancement of HCFS by detecting a PSL particle
with a diameter of 60 nm at the wavelength of 633 nm (∼ λ/10)
on a silicon wafer and compare the obtained SNR to that of
conventional CFS under the same experimental conditions.

Implementation of SOH in CFS. The implementation of
SOH in CFS is relatively straightforward, since we have to sim-
ply add a piezo-actuated mirror (PI P-841.1) at the open port of
the beam splitter of our existing setup reported in [8]. The setup
of HCFS is shown in Fig. 1(a). A collimated and linearly polar-
ized He–Ne laser (λ = 633 nm) is coupled through a fiber and at
its output, a fiber reflecting collimator based on a 90◦ parabolic
mirror (Thorlabs RC08APC-P01) is placed to obtain a colli-
mated beam of large diameter (≈8 mm). The beam splitter BS1
directs one beam into a microscope objective (NA = 0.9) that
is focused on the sample of interest and another beam onto the
piezo actuated reference mirror. The sample is placed on a piezo
stage (PI P-629.2CD) that can be laterally scanned in a raster
fashion [see Fig. 1(b)]. The reflected and scattered light from the
sample arm US is collected by the objective and goes back into
BS1, and is combined with the reflected reference beam UR. The
Fourier plane of the objective is de-magnified by a telescopic
setup consisting of lenses L1, L2, L3, and beam splitter BS2,

before being imaged simultaneously on a CCD camera and a
split detector (ODD3W2 Bi-Cell Silicon Photodiode). The CCD
camera is added only for alignment and localization of the area
to be scanned. The split detector has effectively two pixels, and
here the intensity voltage from the left pixel is subtracted from
that of the right pixel, giving us a differential signal. At each
scan position r = (x, y), the differential intensity of the interfer-
ence pattern between the scattered beam US(r) and the reference
beam UR(r) is recorded.

While the sample is scanned, the reference mirror moves one
step per scanned line creating a virtually tilted reference field
UR(r) = |UR |eiφR(r) = |UR |eik∥ ·r. We define N as the number of
lines or steps that the reference phase is changed by 2π. The
position of the mirror d for line m is given by

dm =
λ

2
·

mod(m − 1, N)

N
for m = 1, 2, 3 · · · , (1)

where λ is the wavelength of the laser beam and mod denotes the
modulo division, e.g., mod(23, 5) = 3. So, instead of stepping
the mirror solely in the positive direction, we reset the mirror
positions every N lines, because fields differing by 2π in phase
can be regarded as identical. In Fig. 1(c), positions of the mirror
are sketched for N = 4, where the reference phase repeats every
four lines. The resulting virtual wave vector k∥ =

(︁
kx, ky

)︁
is given

by

kx = 0 and ky =
2π

N∆y
, (2)

where ∆y is the line separation of the raster scan. The synthetic
reference wave is analogous to a plane reference wave that is
tilted in the y-direction.

The recorded differential hologram is described by

I(r) = I1(r) − I2(r)

=

∬
SD1

|UR(r) + US(r, ξ1, η1)|
2 dξ1dη1

−

∬
SD2

|UR(r) + US(r, ξ2, η2)|
2 dξ2dη2 ,

(3)

where the signal for each position r equals the integrated inten-
sity difference between the interference pattern on both sides
of the detector. Subsequently, the expression can be reduced to
three terms:

I(r) = Idiff,no mirror(r) + |UR |C∗(r)eiφR(r) + |UR |C(r)e−iφR(r). (4)

Here, Idiff,no mirror is the conventional differential signal without
the reference mirror and C is a complex term that is equal to the
difference of the complex scattered field between both sides of
the detector. They can be written as

Idiff,no mirror(r) =
∬

SD1

|US |
2 dξ1dη1 −

∬
SD2

|US |
2 dξ2dη2,

C(r) =
∬

SD1

US dξ1dη1 −

∬
SD2

US dξ2dη2 .
(5)

The reconstruction of the hologram is done in the same man-
ner as the conventional off-axis digital holography [16,17], i.e.,
first we take the Fourier transform (FT) of Eq. (4):

Ĩ(q) = Ĩdiff,no mirror(q) + |UR |C̃∗
(︁
q − k∥

)︁
+ |UR |C̃

(︁
q + k∥

)︁
, (6)

which contains the zero-order Ĩdiff,no mirror (FT of the conventional
CFS signal centered at DC), and two first orders centered at ±k∥ .
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Fig. 2. (a) Conventional CFS measurement of a 60-nm PSL parti-
cle deposited on a Si wafer, where the signal due to the nanoparticle
is indicated by an arrow. (b) Fourier transform of panel (a), logarith-
mic scale. The solid red window indicates where the filter is applied
to reduce noise. (c) HCFS measurement of the scanned area with a
zoom (bottom right) on the area where the nanoparticle is detected.
(d) Fourier transform of panel (c), logarithmic scale. The solid red
window indicates the first order, and the dashed blue window indi-
cates the zero order. Image properties: 700 × 400 pixels; 28 µm ×

16 µm; imaging time, 80 seconds.

Second, we isolate the term |UR |C̃ in Fourier space followed by
shifting and inverse FT to retrieve information of the complex
field differences C. Note that this conjugated term contains the
constant reference field amplitude |UR |, while the term Idiff,no mirror

does not depend on it. Since the silicon wafer only has a reflec-
tivity of approximately 30% [18] at 633 nm, the reference field
from the aluminum mirror will have a greater amplitude than
the reflected field from the sample. This gives an interferometric
amplification of the term C(r), which can significantly improve
the sensitivity for detecting particles.

We define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as

SNRdB = 10 log10

(︃
PS

PN

)︃
. (7)

Here, PS is the power of the signal part and PN is the power
of the noise part of the scan. For a measurement, we define the
signal part that contains a particle with a circular mask, where
data outside this mask are considered as noise.

Results. We demonstrate the application of HCFS by
measuring a polystyrene latex (PSL) nanosphere with a diameter
of 60 nm (∼ λ/10) using 0.016 mW of incident power on the Si
wafer. We start by showing a measurement of the particle using
the conventional CFS [Fig. 2(a), FT in Fig. 2(b)]. The location
of the particle is indicated by the arrow. We can see in this case
that the SNR of the signal from the nanoparticle is low (≈3 dB).

Next, using HCFS with N = 4 mirror stepping movement,
i.e., at every four lines the reference phase changes by 2π,
we recorded the hologram I [Fig. 2(c), FT in Fig. 2(d)]. The
zoom on the bottom right of the figure shows a clear fringe
pattern on the particle. We see also that the background also
exhibits some fringe pattern, while in theory, it should be uni-
form and have value zero. The reason for this could be that there
is slightly asymmetrical interference pattern at the split detector
due to aberrations and beam non-uniformity, since we observe

Fig. 3. (a) Real component, (b) imaginary component, (c) ampli-
tude, and (d) argument of the first-order reconstruction |UR |C. (e)
Zero-order reconstruction Idiff,no mirror. (f) Filtered signal of conven-
tional CFS with the same bandpass filter. For each plot, 4.8 µm of
data are removed from both sides of x to eliminate artifacts at the
edges, then the SNRs are computed and shown.

that the pattern changes each time the reference mirror moves.
Nonetheless, these fringes do not affect the final result.

We follow the Fourier reconstruction procedure using a band-
pass filter, which consists of a 2D cosine window superimposed
with a high-pass filter in the fx-direction. The size of the window
is indicated in Fig. 2(d). The first- and zero-order reconstruc-
tions are shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(e) together with their SNRs.
Also, the noise filtered map of the conventional CFS with the
same filter is included as a reference [Fig. 3(f)]. We see both the
real and imaginary parts [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] of the first order
contain a signal that is similar to the conventional CFS signal in
shape, where two peaks with opposite signs are located adjacent
to each other. The same complex signal can also be represented
with amplitude and phase. The amplitude [Fig. 3(c)] contains
two symmetrical peaks, similar to the conventional CFS. How-
ever, the argument of C [Fig. 3(d)] does not help us distinguish
the particle from the background, because the value is arbitrary
in the background due to noise. Furthermore, the zero-order sig-
nal of HCFS [Fig. 3(e)] contains the same information as the
conventional CFS.

Regarding the signal-to-noise ratios, with the imaginary part
of the first-order signal [Fig. 3(b)], one achieves an SNR of
approximately 10 dB, despite the size of the particle and the
wavelength of our laser. Therefore, we expect that this setup
is able to detect even smaller PSL particles at the current
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power level. Compared to the reference, HCFS has a higher
signal amplitude, and an SNR gain of 7 dB is achieved over
the unfiltered signal or a gain of 4 dB over the filtered signal.
While dealing with low SNR measurements, an SNR increase
of 4 dB is quite meaningful, as it makes the particle much more
distinguishable from the background.

Discussion. The main reason we are able to achieve a higher
SNR is that the relatively strong reference field amplifies the
first-order signal. Another reason is that the first-order signal
avoids the low-frequency noise, such as 1/f noise of the elec-
tronic components (typically <200 Hz), electrical interference,
and cross talk (50–60 Hz), similar to the heterodyne detection
[11].

For the reconstruction of HCFS, we used a non-trivial band-
pass filter. In this case, the filter consists of a 2D cosine window
superimposed with a high-pass filter only in the fx-direction.
This is because we need to eliminate the vertical frequencies
that distort the background of the reconstruction. This artifact
comes mainly from aberrations, mirror instabilities, and back-
ground fluctuations, e.g., air turbulence and thermal expansion
[13]. Also, we can justify cutting out these frequencies, because
the expected particle signal (dipole-like) does not occupy this
part of the Fourier spectrum. Furthermore, there are horizontal
frequency components at each order, which we suspect that they
are caused by the tilt of the sample. After reconstruction, this
artifact results in big swings in amplitude near the left and right
edges on the image. For now, we deal with it by cropping the
edges of the image, meaning some loss of information. Thus, fur-
ther optimization is needed for alignments, external vibrations,
and precision of the piezo stages.

Conclusion. We demonstrated the use of synthetic optical
holography (SOH) as a novel method to improve the sensitivity
of coherent Fourier scatterometry (CFS) for particle detection.
By adding a piezo-actuated reference mirror to the CFS setup,
we can change the phase of the reference wave for every line
of the raster scan, such that the 2D scan represents a digital
off-axis hologram. The hologram from this combined technique
(HCFS) contains the conventional CFS differential signal as the
zero order, and two first-order signals equal the complex far-
field difference scaled by the reference field amplitude. For the
detection of a polystyrene latex (PSL) particle with a diam-
eter of 60 nm (∼ λ/10) on a silicon wafer, we achieved an
SNR gain of approximately 4 dB compared to the conventional
CFS after noise filtering, mainly due to the interferometric
signal boost. However, HCFS is more prone to mechan-
ical instabilities and alignment tolerances compared to its
predecessor.

Beyond the detection of particles on wafers, HCFS could also
be employed when the contrast between the nanoparticles and
substrate is low, such as PSL particles on glass or pellicle. Due to
the phase sensitive nature, HCFS could be much more sensitive
than conventional CFS in these use cases. Furthermore, due to
the modulation property, HCFS is also suitable for low-power
applications, such as cellular imaging [19,20].
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